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Abstract—Attack graphs constitute a powerful security tool

aimed at modelling the many ways in which an attacker may

compromise different assets in a network. Despite their usefulness

in several security-related activities (e.g. hardening, monitoring,

forensics), the complexity of these graphs can massively grow

as the network becomes denser and larger, thus defying their

practical usability. In this presentation, we first describe some of

the problems that currently challenge the practical use of attack

graphs. We then explain our approach based on core attack

graphs, a novel perspective to address attack graph complexity.

Finally, we present Naggen, a tool for generating, visualising

and exploring core attack graphs. We use Naggen to show the

advantages of our approach on different security applications.

I. BACKGROUND

Over the last years, the rise in cyber security threats
combined with the sustained growth of networks involving
multiple classes of devices has become an extremely challeng-
ing problem to network and security administrators. In 2016
alone, 6449 vulnerabilities have been officially published by
NIST and approximately 58% of them have been classified as
high severity or critical vulnerabilities [1]. That is roughly 10
new non-negligible vulnerabilities per day. As the Internet of
Things (IoT) continues to evolve and the involvement of cyber-
physical systems comes into scene, understanding security
risks at a large scale becomes even more convoluted [2]. It
has been also shown however, that a considerable number of
cyber attacks repeatedly leverage non-exotic and sometimes
quite old vulnerabilities [3]. According to [4], 99% of ex-
ploited vulnerabilities by 2020 will be publicly known by the
security community for at least one year. Therefore, there is a
critical need for efficient tools able to handle available security
information and help security practitioners to broadly analyse
network weaknesses and timely understand how security issues
might be combined to amplify the attack surface.

In that context, the objective of an attack graph [5], [6] is to
depict the different ways in which an attacker may compromise
assets in a network. Despite the theoretical beauty of the con-
cept and its benefits on many areas of network security (e.g.
network hardening, security monitoring, risk analysis, forensic
investigations), the practical use of attack graphs has remained
a challenging problem since their initial conception on the
early 2000s. Attack graph complexity is one of the main issues
that prevent attack graphs from being widely used in practice.
As networks become larger and denser, such complexity
inherently defies scalability aspects not only at a computational
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level but also from a human understanding perspective. Even
though different narrowing techniques have been proposed
in the past [7], [8], their application on dense scenarios
can still yield complex and often cyclic attack graphs. Such
complexity inevitably prevents attack graphs from convey-
ing the appropriate levels of security insight, and therefore,
challenging their usability on practical network settings.

II. NETWORK SECURITY ANALYSIS WITH NAGGEN AND
CORE ATTACK GRAPHS

Our research work aims at addressing attack graph complex-
ity from a novel perspective. The proposed approach relies in
identifying the main attack avenues towards specific network
targets by performing a structural summarisation process over
the input network. The process essentially summarises alter-
native routes between any two directly connected nodes and
only keeps those routes than cannot be summarised into any
other link in the graph. As a result, the obtained graphs present
simpler structures which in turn can be further explored and
analysed in a hierarchical manner. We call these graphs core at-
tack graphs, or simply, core graphs. The compactness provided
by core graphs permits to reduce attack analysis complexity,
handle network cycles, ease visualisation aspects and support
efficient subsequent analysis. Our theoretical and practical
results strongly suggest that our approach can widely support

Fig. 1: Naggen high-level architecture



Fig. 2: Naggen snapshot: Core Graph explorer [9]

the actual use of attack graphs in practice and therefore, having
a significant impact in network security terms.

In that context, Naggen (Network Attack Graph GENerator)
is a security tool aimed at the generation and visualisation of
core graphs. The overall system architecture is illustrated in
Fig. 1. Naggen is composed of three main building blocks:
(1) Naggen Shell, a command-line interface that allows to
configure and control the generation process, (2) Naggen Core,
responsible for the analysis and graph generation processes,
and (3) Naggen Display, which contains different visualisation
mechanisms to display the generated attack graphs.

The overall operation in Naggen is as follows. The process
starts by specifying and loading a scenario that contains infor-
mation about the network under analysis, including data about
the subnets, the devices in those subnets, the vulnerabilities
present in the devices, and reachability rules, i.e., which device
can reach each other and on which ports. At step 1, this
information is combined with specific directives (e.g. source
and target specification, graph generation type) to invoke the
Naggen Core manager. The Naggen Core manager organises
the overall generation process according to the specified direc-
tives and enriches the input specification model with external
security information (e.g. CVSS scores). At step 2, different
graph builders and analysers are invoked to generate the re-
quested graphs. This component contains the main generation
algorithms and produces, at step 3, an intermediate representa-
tion file (JSON format) which describes the generated graphs
(e.g. network graph, privilege reachability graph, logical attack
graph, core graph). These graph representations are then used
for visualisation purposes, either in PDF format (4a) or using
the Network and Core Graph explorers (4b). The explorers are
interactive Web-based interfaces (HTML, JavaScript and D3.js
[10]), as shown in Fig. 2, intended to display the generated
attack graphs and provide the tools to explore them.

III. PRESENTATION AND DEMO

This presentation looks into the main issues that currently
affect the practical use of attack graphs and brings forward a
novel approach to deal with attack graph complexity using core
graphs. Besides supporting this discussion with our framework
illustrated in the poster, we will perform a live demo over a real
case study using Naggen [9] on a standard notebook. We will
first explore the network scenario and show how the standard
logical attack graph looks like for the proposed example. Then,
we will show the advantages of using core graphs on dense
scenarios and will present three potential security applications
using Naggen: (1) network monitoring and hardening, (2) se-
curity perimeters, and (3) forensic investigations. Finally, we
will use these visual outcomes to stimulate and engage into en-
riching discussions about state-of-the-art techniques, research
issues yet to be solved, and future steps including probabilis-
tic risk analysis, security metrics and forensic methodologies.
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1. Introduction

• Security stats (2016): 6449 new vulnerabilities, 58%
severe/critical ∆ 10 non-negligible vulns per day! [1]

• Complex network landscape ∆ hard to keep up! [2]
• Attack graphs: depict the many ways in which an

attacker may compromise network assets [3]:
∆ nodes: host privileges (e.g. user privs, root privs)
∆ edges: reachable vulns that require/provide privs

Problem: attack graph complexity

Standard logical attack graphs easily increase in
complexity as networks become denser and larger.

2. Network example

Network information
Device Interfaces Vulnerabilities Ports

fw1 internet, CVE-2009-10-15 22
DMZ, lan1

web-server DMZ CVE-2013-07-15 80,8080
CVE-2015-01-01 80,8080
CVE-2009-10-15 22

... ... ... ...

Vulnerability information
Vuln Requires Provides Vector

CVE-2009-10-15 sys_user sys_root remote
SSH bu�er overflow _priv _priv

... ... ... ...

Reachability rules (default action: deny)
Source Destination Ports Action

Internet fw1, web-server, * accept
db-server, mail-
server, sysadmin

sysadmin, fw1, web- fw1, web-server, * accept
server, db-server, db-server,

mail-server mail-server
sysadmin, web-server testing-server * accept

sysadmin, internal-web- * accept
testing-server server

sysadmin, internal- db-master * accept
web-server
DMZ, lan1 Internet * accept

3. Logical attack graph (LAG)

4. Core attack graphs (CGs)

Given a directed graph G = (V, E), a source node s, and a
target node t, a core graph structurally grasps the main
attack routes from s to t (core paths).

• Core path (induced path): a path p such that any
two adjacent nodes in p are connected in G and any two
non-adjacent nodes in p are not connected in G.

• Inflated path: a path pÕ that contains at least two
non-adjacent nodes that are connected in G. Notation:

p ∞ pÕ © pÕ(s, . . . , t) is an inflated path of p(s, . . . , t)

• Core attack graph: CG
s,t = (Vc ™ V, Ec ™ E, Êc)

defined as the union of all core paths from s to t:
·cg(G, s, t) © CG

s,t ©
[

pœP G
s,t

p s.t. @pÕ œ P G
s,t, pÕ ∞ p

∆ Algorithm: summarise alternative routes between
any two directly connected nodes and keep only the routes
that cannot be summarised into any other graph link.

∆ Complexity: scales linearly as O(|V | + |E|), worst
case. Lower bound is �(1) when (s, t) œ E(G).

5. Hierarchical exploration

Given a core graph CG
s,t = (VC, EC, Êc), its expansion

to the next level in the core edge hierarchy is defined as:

·hexp(CG
s,t) = CG

s,t fi
⇣ [

e=(u,v)œEC

{·cg(Êc(e) ≠ e, u, v)}
⌘
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6. Core edge hierarchical expansion

7. Naggen architecture
Naggen is a Java-based system that implements the the-
oretical framework behind core graphs. Demo online [4].

8. Statistics
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Reduction statistics with Core Graphs on pseudo-random cyclic graphs G

Reduction ratio [0..1]
# core edges

• Similar behaviour on acyclic digraphs and scale-free networks.
• Worst case reduction: CGs = LAGs.
• P2P network [5]: G(6301, 20777) 0∆

6299
CG(1577

23.03%
, 3212

15.46%
).

Core graph features

Reduce attack analysis complexity, handle
network cycles, ease visualisation aspects
and support e�cient subsequent analysis.

9. Security applications
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X Core graphs reduce forensic exploration e�orts [6].

10. Conclusions and perspectives
• CGs provide more compact attack representations.
• Hierarchical model (CGs) vs. flat model (LAGs).
• Particularly suitable to current dense networks.
• Provide useful features to enhance security activities.
∆ Future work: network hardening, forensics, metrics,
monitoring, risk analysis, dynamic re-perimeterisation.
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